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Overview: 
 
 
This concept is based on our ongoing analysis of the investigation work and plant data provided 
by TEPCO. Our analysis shows a high likelihood that certain amounts of fuel containing debris 
was deposited on surfaces around the primary containment vessel structure (PCV). Both visual 
evidence and data, including radiation data indicates this situation exists and may create a 
novel fuel removal challenge outside of the removal of the larger fuel debris masses. 
 
 
These photos below show locations inside unit 1 containment near the control rod drive (CRD) 
hatch and rail, and on the outer areas of the pedestal of unit 2 on the CRD rail side. These 
substances match findings at Chernobyl such as the black charred substances streaked with 
yellowish-orange found in unit 1. Localized radiation levels additionally show these are likely to 
be fuel containing debris. Removal of these deposits would require a specific approach 



 



 

 
 
 

Radiation levels for the areas involved: 
 
Unit 1 containment near suspected fuel containing debris: 11 Sv/h 
Unit 2 containment near suspected fuel containing debris: these readings were in double digit 
sieverts of around 79 Sv/h in 2011, lower double digits by 2013 
Unit 3 containment: unknown. No inspection inside containment has been conducted to date 
 
 
These radiation readings are from 2011-2012. Current levels may be considerably lower now 
but no new readings for these specific locations have been released. 
 
 
The areas that the retrieval equipment would need to operate in is roughly 11 mSv/h to 79 Sv/h 
if housed inside containment based on known factors at units 1 and 2. The concept described 
herein may be adapted to various equipment platforms for operating the removal head. 
 
 
Estimated fuel condition: 
 



Findings inside unit 1 and 2 showed a very dark black ceramic with inclusions of bright yellow to 
orange. This corresponds to corium findings from Chernobyl research. At Chernobyl the fuel 
debris found in various pipes and rooms matches many of the characteristics of the suspected 
corium found in the photos from inside containment of units 1 and 2. This matches closely to 
Gravlov's description of fuel debris of the dense black variety. 
(link to Gravlov’s paper: https://www.dropbox.com/s/zwnfeejjj0od81g/GavrilovDef.doc) 
 
"Black glassy mass - "black ceramics". The color of the substance is coal-black. Generally its surface is mat 
with many gas pores and caverns (1-2dm2). It is more probably to find such ceramics near the center of FCM 
generation (southeastern part of the room 305/2). Slag or slag-like granulated LFCM of slag-type This kind of 
ceramics may be found as large heaps on the bottom of the first and the second floors of the pressure 
suppression pool. They represent solidified masses covered with glassy crust. There are glassy granules 
irregular in shape under the covering crust." 
 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/zwnfeejjj0od81g/GavrilovDef.doc


 
 
 
Corium or fuel containing material types found closer to the main melt at Chernobyl 
were considered to be "slag like", black ceramics or mixtures of melted metals and fuel. 
These could require more involved cutting techniques or harder cutting face materials. A 
remote plasma cutter was used at Three Mile Island for cutting out fuel debris inside the 
reactor vessel. These were the main masses of fuel rather than smaller debris deposits. 
It is also of note that corium at Chernobyl experienced a high degree of lateral 
migration, something that may have happened at Fukushima Daiichi and is noted in 
various reactor accident literature including that from Sandia National Labs. 
 
 
Concept: 
 
 
The cutting head device would break apart or grind off fuel debris and the involved layer 
of substrate. Debris can either be collected by suction and pumping or a catchment 



system as needed for each situation. A pair of scope cameras would be useful for 
viewing the work with one near the cutting head and another distally to obtain a view 
that would be less subject to turbidity in the water. Neutron population and criticality risk 
needs to be analyzed before any removal is attempted. 
 
 
The cutting arm would need to be able to articulate to reach debris areas. A flexible arm 
or jointed robotic style arm that can be locked in place temporarily while doing the 
removal task will be needed. Existing robotic equipment or those already being 
developed for containment fuel removal, could be re-purposed for this removal head. 
 
 
A cutter modeled on a tunnel boring machine is suggested. The grinding face would be 
ideal for removal of thin layers of fuel debris from concrete and metal surfaces in 
containment where other techniques such as plasma cutters won't work. The flat 
grinding face rigged with a series of hardened blades when scaled down to a smaller 
size of about .25 meters diameter would be easy to maneuver and provide a effective 
removal zone. 
 

 
tunnel boring machine diagram 



 
Tunnel boring machine, inspiration for the grinding head design. 
 
A shielded container to hold debris or a catchment system would be required unless 
there was a plan to allow the debris to be otherwise collected after removal. 
 
 
 
Pre-removal testing and modeling: 
 
 
It would be advisable to map the neutron population of the fuel debris deposits before 
conducting removal work. 3D mapping is already planned for the containment structure 
should provide considerable guidance for pre-planning of the removal areas. 
 
We also provided some links in the references for flexible shielding materials that may 
be useful for completing this concept in the design phase.  
 
 
*SimplyInfo.org has no affiliations with any of the products or companies suggested in 
this proposal and holds no copyright on the concepts herein. 
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